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APARTMENT LIST SOLD ON CLOUDINARY 

FOR IMAGE MANAGEMENT

Cloudinary Delivers Automated Image Transformation, Scalable Storage 

and Faster User Experience

Apartment List is one of the fastest-growing 

online rental marketplaces in the world, helping 

its users with everything from searching for a 

new apartment to handling applications and 

payments. The company’s Webby-award winning 

site draws more than 2.5 million monthly visits, 

with mobile accounting for 70 percent of traffic. 
In 2014, Apartment List introduced top-rated 

iOS app. It was named the #3 fastest growing 

company in the San Francisco Bay Area. 

The Challenge: Labor-Intensive Scaling and a Reliable Storage Platform

When Apartment List was creating its first website in 2011, developers quickly ran up 
against a significant challenge: achieving the scale needed to upload millions of images of 
apartment interiors, property exteriors and other images from clients and deliver them to 

potential renters using the site. 

“Our system was built using standard, off-the shelf components, and we were constantly 

having operational issues given our scale,” said Matt Nemenman, Apartment List’s 

vice president of Engineering. “Sometimes there would be broken images because the 

system wasn’t processing images fast enough, and we were forced to buy additional 

hardware to scale.”

The initial system was labor intensive, as well. Two engineers were dedicated full-time to 

maintaining the natively built system. Even with the dedicated manpower, engineering was 

not able to support the design team with all the image resolutions and aspect ratios they 

Return on Investment
Website Conversion
20% 

Manpower Required
One Full-Time Engineer 
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t required. “One of the main things we needed was different sizes of images to serve them 
to mobile devices, desktops, phones of different sizes and different operating systems. 
But every time our team would redesign the site, we’d run into major problems with photo 

sizes,” Nemenman noted. “With more than 23 million photos in use every day, it was time-
consuming to have to reprocess all of those.”

Storage was another concern. Apartment List received thousands, sometimes millions, of 

images at a time, so it needed a reliable storage platform that could handle the library of 

images and properties listed on the sight as it grew.

After about six months of attempting to get its system to work seamlessly, Apartment 

List decided to revisit its processes and find a better solution for image management. 

Enter Cloudinary.

The Cloudinary Solution: Seamless Process from Storage to 

Transformation to Delivery

“Cloudinary gave us an end-to-end solution that provides us the storage we needed, while 

automating image transformation and supporting faster delivery,” said Nemenman.

Cloudinary enables Apartment List to effectively take any image format – JPEGs, 

PNGs and others – in a variety of resolutions, and transform them all into a format 

that works best for each browser or mobile client. Apartment List picks up data feeds 

of images from all of the apartment communities featured on its site, and uploads 

them into Cloudinary. After being given a unique ID, each image undergoes different 
transformations so it can be used in mobile and desktop versions of the site. 

With Cloudinary, Apartment List also is able to filter out low quality images (low 
resolution, pictures of people faces, logos, etc.) and label pictures to help identify the 

features of the apartments being shown.

The Results: Time and Cost Savings, with a Bonus of Increased 

Conversion Rates

During the first three years of use, Apartment List has seen tangible results from its 
use of Cloudinary. After a smooth, short transition from its home-grown system to 

Cloudinary’s cloud-based solution, Nemenman estimates that the automation has saved 

the equivalent of one full-time engineer managing day-to-day operations, and thousands 
of man-hours required previously to transform images.
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t “Cloudinary has allowed us to solve our operational issues, produce various resolutions 

of images and cache them at endpoints closer to the end user for an optimal user 

experience,” said Nemenman, noting that after launching its native iOS app in 2015, 

Apartment List received positive feedback about how fast images loaded.

Apartment List also credits Cloudinary, in part, with conversion rates that increased 

nearly 20 percent after a redesign of its listing detail page. “We moved to a responsive 

design, and that would not have been possible without Cloudinary,” Nemenman 

concluded, adding that “Cloudinary offers one of those great services, which we 

implemented three years ago and have been using happily ever after.”
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As the leading cloud-based image and video management solution on the market today, 

Cloudinary is the natural choice for any company wanting to upload, store, manipulate, 

optimize and deliver images and videos efficiently and effectively.

IMAGE UPLOAD

Upload any file to the cloud

Upload any image type (JPG, PNG, Animated 
GIF, PSD, WebP, JPEG-XR, SVG and others). 
Upload videos, PDF and Office documents, 
and any other file type.

Upload from any source

Use Cloudinary’s image API to upload files from 
your back-end application.Support uploading 

directly from your visitors’ browsers, iOS or 

Android mobile apps without any server-side 

component. Alternatively, fetch images in 

realtime using URLs from around the web.

Upload at any scale

Upload anywhere from a few images to millions 

of images a day. Cloudinary takes care of your 

upload scale with zero hassle and no headaches.

Upload files any way you want it

Cloudinary offers secure upload API, interactive 

manual uploads and customizable upload 
widgets you can embed in your website or 

mobile app.

CLOUD STORAGE

Your files are stored safely in the cloud
With Cloudinary your images are stored in 

a highly available, redundant, cloud-based 

persistent storage, with revision tracking and 

automatic backup.

Store as many files as you need
Cloudinary allows you to store anywhere from a 

few files to millions of files, from a few bytes to 
many Terabytes and more.

Store the files wherever you need it
Leverage Cloudinary’s internal storage 

mechanisms or your own AWS S3 bucket for 

storage. Alternatively, you can keep utilizing 
your existing storage solution and have 

your files manipulated on-the-fly from their 

original location.

POWERFUL ADMINISTRATION

Web-based management console

Gain important insights on your images with 

usage reports, in-depth analytics and actionable 

advice. Setup and tweak every aspect of your 

image pipeline’s behavior. Assign role-based 

access to all your team members.

Online media management

Use Cloudinary’s online web interface to 

interactively manage your media library 

wherever you are. Sift through your images 

with powerful browsing and advanced 

searching. Moderate your images manually 

or automatically. Tag your images or organize 
them in folders and much more.

Administrative API

Use RESTful APIs to simplify and speed-up 
your move to the cloud. Automate all your 

image management and house-keeping. 

Cloudinary’s SDKs offer streamlined integration 
for your specific development framework.

IMAGE MANIPULATIONS AND 
TRANSFORMATIONS
On-the-fly image transformations with a URL-
based API. Upload a full-sized image once and 
let Cloudinary generate different sized image 
versions from the original, on-the-fly or in 
advance. Manipulate your images dynamically 

to perfectly fit your graphic design across every 
device and resolution.

Images are processed ultra fast in the cloud, 

with no local software installation or ongoing 

maintenance required.

US OFFICE

2421 Park Blvd., Suite 202A 

Palo Alto, CA 94306

ISRAEL OFFICE
24 Imber St. 

Petah Tikva, 4951158

www.cloudinary.com

sales@cloudinary.com


